
HOW TO WRITE A WAR POEM

In this particular video, we are going to focus on how to write a poem about war. War poetry is a very popular genre of
poetry. It is a subject that has shaped our.

As a class discuss the poem. Session 5: to use figurative language to generate imagery for poetry Spilt your
whiteboard in half and your class into two teams. I wish you peace and prosperity. Why do countries need to
fight? And thud! There we herded from the blast Of whizz-bangs, but one found our door at last. In , the
Military Wives were brought together to create a piece for their husbands fighting in Afghanistan. Courage of
lions they all possess, Our gratitude we should always express. Tired and hungry, wet and cold, they had no
place to stay, and without shelter some just couldn't last another day. Children to try out their videos on others
in the class to gauge their responses- honesty will be required throughout to ensure that the best possible
quality is achieved. Like sunset slanting toward a moonless midnight. We need to bring them all back home,
each and every one, until we do our debt's not paid our job is left undone. Basically, they wish to shelter the
boys from the horrors of war, it is not glamorous and hopefully it will never be repeated in their lifetime. Fight
for days, for a couple feet, Must remain strong to avoid defeat. Yes I know, it's quite ambitious. They are
going to need to record their voices on the video to play alongside the music and the images and some may
even manage to add the subtitles of the specific part of the poem over the top as well. Rain, guttering down in
waterfalls of slime Kept slush waist high, that rising hour by hour, Choked up the steps too thick with clay to
climb. I must stay strong, but I do dread, Not coming home, ending up dead. The children will work in pairs to
perfect a piece of performance poetry which they can choose to record on their iPads or perform live in front
of the class. Try to think of a suitable title for the poem too! Sorrow We've dug a hole, called a trench,
Humanity is gone, replaced with stench. A lot of this must be from witnessing close friends and comrades
dying around you all the time. The refugees were many, safe havens far too few, and in a valley thousands still
need help to make it through. I hope you spread this poem about war on Facebook and Twitter, so that it
reminds others that war is just not worth it and we need to do everything we can to avoid it, and live in peace.
Some Native allies bring men by canoe, My left foot is swollen, I need a new shoe. Never heard so many
grown men cry, There's so much sorrow, in every eye. Do they like it? I found a video on youtube where a
soldier read the letters of some of the recently deceased young men and women. Let's thank soldiers for what
they do, They try to protect, me and you. Session to honestly critique the effectiveness of a war poem video; to
produce a final copy of a war poem for a class anthology This will be a two-part session. Civil War Poems
Feel free to share the following civil war poems with someone that may be interested in the history of the
American Civil War. Wish I could wipe the tears in your eyes, You are strong, from all this you shall rise. The
first two stanzas of the verse below are sad and depressing. You might ask the children to help you re-order
some of the ideas so that it makes more sense. I hope that each word serves to remind us those who have lost
their lives in the many wars throughout human history. Not here.


